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**Recommended citation**  
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Description
Contains interviews that were undertaken by Stuart Piggin and Dr Henry Lee in preparation for writing the book "The Mt Kembla Disaster".

The digitised collection, containing images and audio files, is titled Stuart Piggin: Mount Kembla Mine Disaster research materials, and is available on University of Wollongong's Archives Online.
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D158 Stuart Piggin - Faith of Steel and Mount Kembla Mine Disaster research materials

Creator: Dr Stuart Piggin

Historical Note: Dr Stuart Piggin lectured in the Department of History at the University of Wollongong from 1974 until the late 1980s. The collection comprises research files and interviews compiled by Dr Piggin in association with his writing of the books *Faith of Steel* and *The Mount Kembla Disaster*. *Faith of Steel*, a history of churches of various denominations within the Illawarra, was published in 1984. *The Mount Kembla Disaster*, a history of the mining disaster of 1902, was written in collaboration with Dr Henry Lee (also from the University of Wollongong) and published in 1992.

Record Summary: Research records – information files, interviews, photographs

Date Range: c1800s-c1980s

Quantity: 4 metres (26 boxes)

Access Conditions: Print material and audio interviews available for reference. Contact the Archives in advance to arrange access.

Note: Parts of this collection are currently undergoing further processing. A more detailed list of series contents is available from the Archives on request.
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